READ FIRST – INSTRUCTIONS

There are two options for repacking – HOST REPACK (where you will host the game as the mad scientist for your friends) and the BASIC REPACK (where you pack it back up and pass it along to be played the same way you did). Here’s what you need to print for each:

**Hosted Repack**
- Host Script (Or download to read off device e.g. ipad)
- Host Repack (or read off device)
- Puzzle Papers

**Basic Repack**
- Basic Repack (or read off device)
- Puzzle Papers
- Bonus Puzzle

If you are Hosting the game, we strongly recommend reading over the Host Script in advance so that you are more familiar with how to use it before your friends arrive.

**Printing Puzzle Papers**

All puzzle papers should be printed in full color at 100% with no scaling. Make sure “fit to page” is OFF. You may need to click “auto rotate and center.”

If you are using a printer that can only print on one side of the page, use the papers in the One Sided Printer folder. If you are using a printer that can automatically print double sided, use the papers in the Two Sided Printer Folder. Instructions below. You will only use one.

**Two Sided Printer**: Print out everything in this folder – it has been separated into two sided and one sided pages.

**One Sided Printer:**

Must Print One Sided: These pages should be printed with nothing on the back.

Must Print Two Sided: Please print these so that the first two pages are front and back on one sheet of paper and the second two pages are front and back on another sheet of paper. You will have to turn the paper over and re-feed it into your printer.

Optional Printing: This artwork will give your guests a hint for P3 (It shows the location of all the blacklight printing and clues them in to putting the wolf paw over the crossword), however it is not necessary to the game. If you’d like to use it, print pages out on the backs of the following puzzle pages in this order: P2 (word search), P3 (connect the dots), P4 (crossword), P1 (fill in the blank).
**Cutting:** We recommend cutting all pages so that they fit neatly into the tins and envelopes, however the only one you **absolutely must cut down** to size is the “B” – FORTUNE TELLER page.

**Bonus Puzzle:** The bonus puzzle is included as its own file because you only need to print it out if you are doing the Basic Repack. It is one sided. The Host Repack has its own totally unique bonus puzzle.

**Please Double Check:**
After printing, please double check the following items:

- The triangle "claws" in P3 (CONNECT THE DOTS) line up with the following squares on P4 (CROSSWORD) so that the letters from the crossword would appear inside the "claws":
  - 12
  - The second square of 7 across/ 2 down
  - 13
- The "G" holey paper lines up correctly with P2 (WORD SEARCH) so that you see the clue sentence through the holes.